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ABSTRACT
We study the mass of quasar-hosting dark matter halos at z∼ 6 and further constrain the fraction of dark matter
halos hosting an active quasar fon and the quasar beaming angle imax using observations of CII lines in the
literature. We make assumptions that (1) more massive halos host brighter quasars, (2) a fraction of the halos
host active quasars with a certain beaming angle, (3) cold gas in galaxies has rotational velocity Vcirc = αVmax,
and that (4) quasars point randomly on the sky. We find that for a choice of specific α & 1, the most likely
solution has fon < 0.01, corresponding to a small duty cycle of quasar activity. However, if we marginalize
over α, for some choices of a prior a second solution with fon = 1 appears. Overall, our the constraints are
highly sensitive to α and hence inconclusive. Stronger constraints on fon can be made if we better understand
the dynamics of cold gas in these galaxies.
Keywords: reionization, quasars: general
1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the mounting evidence that the Epoch of Reion-
ization (EoR) ends at z ∼ 6, many details on how the uni-
verse gets reionized remain poorly understood. One of the
outstanding problem in the EoR research is what contribu-
tion of quasars is to the total ionization history. Although
many studies suggest that quasar may not play a major role
in driving reionization on large scales (Onoue et al. 2017),
quasars dominate the reionization process in their local envi-
ronments (Lidz et al. 2007; Kakiichi et al. 2017). Their high
ionizing luminosities create proximity zones where H and He
are predominantly ionized. In their proximity zones, galaxy
formation may be delayed (Kitayama et al. 2000). How many
galaxies are impacted by quasars is closely related to quasar
life time, opening angles, and more importantly how over
dense the quasar environment is, which unfortunately are all
very uncertain.
Due to the increased halo clustering near higher mass ha-
los, the mass of a quasar-hosting halo determines the number
of nearby galaxies that may be impacted by the quasar. There-
fore, to study reionization history in quasar surroundings, it is
important to understand how massive their host halos are.
Masses of quasar-hosting halos can be estimated in many
different ways (Martini 2004). In the local universe, one
can connect the black hole mass to the host halo mass
by using the tight M-σ relation (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000;
Gebhardt et al. 2000) and the correlation between the circular
velocity and the bulge velocity dispersion (Ferrarese 2002).
At higher redshifts, one can measure the relation between
the quasar luminosity and the clustering length, which in
turn can be translated into the mass of quasar-hosting halos
(Martini & Weinberg 2001; Haiman & Hui 2001). For exam-
ple, Shen et al. (2007) used SDSS data and found a minimum
halo mass (4−6)×1012 M⊙ at 3.5< z< 5.3 for their sample.
However, at z∼ 6 studies of quasar host halos are rare. The
number of quasars detected is so limited that the clustering
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method can not be applied yet. Fortunately, recently ALMA
opened a new window to such studies. Thanks to its excep-
tionally high spatial and spectroscopic resolution, it is pos-
sible to map many z ∼ 6 quasar host galaxies in millime-
ter molecular lines and measure their emission line profiles.
Emission lines from cold gas offer dynamical information,
which is crucial in determining the halo mass.
Measuring quasar halo masses has further fascinating ap-
plication of constraining quasar duty cycles. If we assume
all dark matter (DM) halos host a quasar, then small quasar-
hosting halo mass indicates a large number of quasars are not
active, suggesting a small quasar duty cycle. Using cluster-
ing method, Shen et al. (2007); Shankar et al. (2010) found
increasing duty cycle from fduty∼ 0.01 at z= 1.45 to 0.03−0.6
at 3.5< z < 5.3.
In this paper, we use updated observational data from the
literature (mainly ALMA observations) to estimate quasar-
hosting DM halo mass. We use a simple model to put con-
straints on the fraction of DM halos that host a visible quasar
fqso and the quasar opening angle imax. We describe our meth-
ods in Section 2 and show the results of constraining fqso and
imax in Section 3. Discussion and conclusions are presented in
Section 4 and Section 5.
2. METHODOLOGY
Our main goal is to study the relation between the quasar
luminosities and the mass of DM halos they reside in at z∼ 6,
and further constrain the quasar duty cycle and the opening
angle. For this purpose, we make several assumptions de-
scribed below, and use CII line profiles of 44 known z ∼ 6
quasars in Decarli et al. (2018) to estimate the halo mass.
2.1. Assumptions
We list our assumptions hereafter and return to 3 and 4 in
the Discussion:
1. Every DM halo hosts a SMBH, and more massive halos
host brighter quasars.
2. Among all DM halos, a fraction of them ( fon) host ac-
tive quasars, and quasar emission is beamed with a solid
angle of Ω.
23. Cold gas in quasar-hosting galaxies is rotationally sup-
ported with a flat rotation curve with Vcirc.
4. The distribution of quasar orientation is random with a
maximum inclination angle imax; imax and Ω are related
by:
Ω = (1− cos(imax))× 4pi.
Our key assumption is that brighter quasars reside in more
massive halos. This is probable because large halos at z ∼ 6
must experience fast accretion, which may also indicate fast
quasar fueling process (Martini & Weinberg 2001). Observa-
tions also support this assumption and indicate a narrow scat-
ter (Shankar et al. 2010). We adopt an abundance-matching
ansatz:
n(> L) = fqson(> Mh), (1)
where n(> L) is the number density of quasars with luminos-
ity larger than L and n(> Mh) is the number density of DM
halos with mass larger than Mh. The parameter fqso is the
fraction of halos that host visible quasars. Due to the fact
that quasars have limited lifetime and are obscured when in-
clination angles are large, fqso should be less than one. In an
idealized model, fqso is simply
fqso = fon
Ω
4pi
. (2)
By matching the number densities of quasars with the num-
ber density of DM halos, we can obtain the relationship be-
tween quasar luminosity and the underlying halo DM mass:
∫ ∞
L
φ(L) dL = fqso
∫ ∞
Mh
φ(Mh) dMh. (3)
We use φ(L) from (Onoue et al. 2017). We note that al-
though the faint end of the quasar luminosity function is still
uncertain, this does not affect our results because the observed
quasars mainly populate the bright end.
2.2. Halo Mass Function
There exist a number of analytical fits for halo mass func-
tions. Unfortunately, analytical fitting formulas at z ∼ 6 are
of considerable differences (Lukic´ et al. 2007; Tinker et al.
2008; Reed et al. 2013; Watson et al. 2013; Murray et al.
2013). For this reason, we use the halo catalog of our ex-
isting CROC simulations (Gnedin 2014) to determine what
analytical halo mass function to use. We find that Tinker08
(Tinker et al. 2008) halo mass function agrees exceptionally
well with numerical simulations of z∼ 6 universe in the mass
range of 109 − 1012M⊙ (the massive halo regime), both in
terms of amplitude and shape.
Using the Tinker08 halo mass function and the quasar lumi-
nosity function from Onoue et al. (2017), we obtain the func-
tion of quasar luminosity and halo mass with different param-
eter fqso, shown in Figure 1. Smaller fqso results in smaller
halo mass because more halos are required to match the ob-
served quasar number density at certain M1450.
2.3. Estimating the Virial Mass
To obtain the virial mass from observations requires sev-
eral assumptions. Observations typically only provide some
velocity information from spectra. We need to find a relation
between mass and spectroscopic observables.
In DM-only simulations, the maximum of circular velocity
Vmax is tightly correlated with the virial mass of DM halos.
Using the publicly available 250 Mpc/h Bolshoi halo catalog
(Klypin et al. 2011; Behroozi et al. 2013a,b), we fit the z ∼ 6
halos and found a best-fit power-law relation of
log10
Vmax
km/s
= 0.338log10
Mvir
M⊙
−1.55 (4)
with a scatter of 4% for halos above 1011M⊙.
We denote rmax as the radius at whichVmax is reached. For a
1× 1012 M⊙ halo at z∼ 6, the virial radius is ∼ 70 pkpc, and
rmax is ∼ 30% of the virial radius.
In order to connect gas motions to Vmax, we assume that
gas has a flat circular velocity profile with Vcirc = αVmax inside
rmax. We treat α as one of the key parameters and deal with it
in Sec. 3.
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Figure 1. Abundance matching results for different values of the parameter
fqso. Smaller fqso results in smaller halo mass. Blue dots are quasars in lit-
erature with CII maps available and galactic disks marginally resolved. Error
bars only account for the uncertainties in FWHM measurements.
2.4. Compilation of Observation Data
Singly ionized carbon CII line at 158 µm traces cold gas,
which is thought to be bound and rotationally supported
within the dark matter halo (Wang et al. 2013). For z ∼ 6
galaxies, this line redshifts to mm-wavelength, which can be
observed by radio interferometers like ALMA. We thus use
CII spectra to constrain halo masses.
We use the list of 44 z ∼ 6 quasars in Decarli et al. (2018)
Table 2 and 4, particularly the FWHM of CII emitted from
their host galaxies.
Viewing angle affects the line width. In practice, inclination
angles (the angles measured between the line of sight and the
normal vector of the disk) are usually estimated by the semi-
minor to semi-major axis ratio i = arccos(b/a). If we use the
inclination angle measured this way, and using (Decarli et al.
2018; Wang et al. 2013; Willott et al. 2015)
Vmax =Vcirc = 0.75FWHM/sin i, (5)
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Figure 2. Comparison of the derived and expected cumulative inclination angle distributions for two representative sets of values ( fqso, imax)=(0.004,63◦) and
(0.1,40◦) respectively.
we can estimate the halo mass. In the literature, there are 12
quasars with marginally resolved disks (Willott et al. 2015;
Venemans et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2013; Willott et al. 2013;
Stefan et al. 2015; Willott et al. 2017; Venemans et al. 2017;
Decarli et al. 2018). We calculate their halo masses and over-
lay them as blue points on Figure 1, with error bars including
only the observational errors on the FWHM. Most data lie
around fqso = 0.001−0.01 lines, albeit the spread is wide.
However, limited by current observations resolution, the
length of galaxy axises can at best be marginally measured
at z∼ 6: most of the 12 galaxies above have spatial sizes only
less than two beam sizes of the telescope. The rest of quasar-
hosting galaxies in the sample (32 out of 44) are not resolved
at all. Considering the large uncertainty in the inclination an-
gle measurements, we use another method to put constraints
on fqso using all 44 galaxies in the sample. We assume that
the orientation of quasar beams are random on the sky, with a
maximum inclination angle imax. Using a threshold imax is mo-
tivated by the limited opening angle of quasar, usually around
45◦ (Zhuang et al. 2018).
The cumulative probability distribution of the inclination
angle for random orientation is the area of a sphere where the
azimuthal angle is smaller than i, divided by the total area of
the sphere with the maximum azimuthal angle imax:
CDF =
∫ i
0
sin(i)di∫ imax
0
sin(i)di
=
1− cos(i)
1− cos(imax)
(6)
For a fixed parameter fqso, for each observed quasar we can
calculate the inclination angle i such that the quasar lies on
the relation set by the abundancematching ansatz (3). To con-
strain fqso, we use K-S test to compare the distribution of so
obtained i to the assumed random distribution with maximum
inclination angle imax. In the following subsection, we show
the results of the K-S test.
We show examples of this distribution in Figure 2 for
two parameters combinations ( fqso, imax) = (0.004, 63
◦) and
(0.1, 40◦). In the left panel, the calculated cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF) of i (blue solid line) lies close to the
model distribution (red dashed line), with a p-value of 0.4,
suggesting that the assumption that quasars are randomly ori-
ented is highly probable, while in the right panel the calcu-
lated CDF lies systematically below the red model CDF, with
a small p-value of 0.018. This implies that either imax is un-
derestimated or fqso is overestimated.
3. CONSTRAINTS ON THE VISIBLE QUASAR FRACTION
In Figure 3 we show the p-values for different combinations
of fqso and imax for three choices of α≡Vcirc/Vmax. The value
of α = 1 can be considered as a characteristic one, but it can
be smaller if the CII emitting gas occupies only the very inner
part of a halo, and does not dominate the gravity within rmax.
It can also be larger than 1, as low redshift large spiral galaxies
often have α = 1.2− 1.4 (Navarro et al. 1997). We note that
there is no acceptable solution for α < 0.6.
As can be seen from the figure, fqso and imax are strongly
correlated, because larger fqso corresponds to larger halo
masses for fixed M1450; in order to obtain the observed
FWHM, the assumed inclination angles must decrease, and
in order to match the observed i distribution, imax must de-
crease as well. For α ≥ 1 the maximum p-value of occurs at
small values of fqso, suggesting that quasars at z∼ 6 reside in
fairly low mass halos (See Figure 1).
The short white lines on the left side of Figure 3 are val-
ues of the inclination angle iimg estimated from the CII maps
of marginally resolved quasar host galaxies (thicker lines rep-
resent two galaxies that have the same measured inclination
angle). The maximum opening angle imax should lie close to
the few largest iimg.
The most probable values of fqso and imax depend strongly
on the choice of α. One possible way to remove that depen-
dence and to account for the lack of knowledge in the proper
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Figure 3. P-values of K-S tests for different combinations of ( fqso, imax) for three particular choices of α≡Vcirc/Vmax = 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3 (left to right). Note that
fqso and imax are strongly correlated, because larger fqso can be counteracted by a smaller quasar opening angle. Dotted lines show different values of fon (2):
from left to right the values are fon = 10
−4,10−3 ,10−2,10−1 respectively. The lower right region is prohibited due to the constraint fon ≤ 1 (Equation 2). Solid
white horizontal lines mark observed inclination angles from resolved ALMA galaxies.
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3, but now with p-values marginalized over α.
value of α is to "marginalize" over it,
pKS,marg( fqso, imax) =
∫
αmax
0
wαpKS( fqso, imax|α)dα,
where wα is the prior on α. Notice, that it is namely pKS
that should be integrated, as it is a measure of the probability
density and a direct analog of a likelihood in this case. In that
case, however, we need to adopt an upper limit to the integral,
αmax.
The so marginalized distributions of p-values are shown in
Figure 4 for the three choices of αmax. In this case, in addi-
tion to a low fon solution, a solution with fon also appears for
αmax = 1, which becomes the sole one at lower αmax.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Review of the Assumptions
To obtain Figure 1 we havemade several assumptions. Here
we discuss assumption 3 and 4 and check how results change
when we vary these assumptions.
4.1.1. Random vs ordered motions
The assumption that cold gas motion is rotationally sup-
ported is motivated by the clear velocity gradients found in
three galaxies in Wang et al. (2013). Simulations of high
redshift galaxies also clearly show that gas forms thin disks
(Rosdahl et al. 2018).
However, if we assume otherwise that CII emitting gas has
totally randommotions, then the line profile is independent of
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 1, but with red dots showing quasar masses cal-
culated under the assumption of random gas motion. Error bars are purely
from uncertainty in the FWHM measurements. The data spread widely in
y-direction and does not show any trend.
5the viewing angle. Hence, the halo mass can be estimated by:
FWHM = 2.355σ = 1.665Vcirc (7)
We overlay the mass calculated this way as red points in Fig-
ure 1, with halo mass uncertainties estimated from the FWHM
measurement errors only. The observational points spread
widely in y-direction and do show any significant trend. This
implies that the random gas motion assumption is not valid.
4.1.2. Random orientation model of quasar
Random orientation of quasar should be a good assumption,
since there is no reason to expect quasar axes to be aligned.
However, since different quasars may have different open-
ing angles, the CDF may differ from Equation 6 near imax.
A more complicated model may use some tapering functions
near imax, but the existing data could not constrain it well.
Tapering near imax may change the K-S test results and im-
pact the most likely value of fqso and imax. To examine the
impact of such a modification to our approach, we use a sim-
ple linear function between (0.9 imax,CDF(0.9imax)) and (90
◦,
1). Using this model, the most likely fqso and imaxchanged
from (0.004, 63) to (0.002,68) and fon is still < 1%.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Our attempt to constraint the high redshift quasar lifetimes
using the observed values for the velocities of CII emitting
gas is not entirely conclusive. We find that the final an-
swer depends extremely strongly on the assumption of how
CII emitting gas populate galactic halos. For the choice of
α ≡ Vcirc/Vmax = 1, our results shows a very small value of
fon = 0.007, which decreases further if α is allowed to ex-
ceed unity. When we marginalize over α with a flat prior, a
second solution appears with fon = 1; that solution, however,
disappears if the adopted range for allowed α extends to val-
ues above 1. If each DM halo does indeed host a quasar and
the fraction of active quasar at z∼ 6 reflects the time fraction
spend in quasar phase for each DM halo fon = fduty, the low fon
value implies a surprisingly small duty cycle at z∼ 6. Consid-
ering that the mass of a supermassive black hole at z ∼ 6 can
be more massive than 109M⊙ (Wu et al. 2015), the small duty
cycle implies that the accretion e-folding time must be very
small. That further implies that the large fraction of SMBH
accrete mass with no significant emission. Another explana-
tion for this small fon is that only a small portion fBH of halos
host a SMBH: fon = fBH fon|BH.
The small value of fon . 0.01 is still consistent with
the value of quasar lifetime of of 107 yr that has been
found in studies using the transverse proximity effect
(Borisova et al. 2016). Using quasar clustering, Shen et al.
(2007); White et al. (2008) found a much larger duty cycle
approaching unity. All these studies, unfortunately, are sub-
jects to significant uncertainties. For example, the cluster-
ing method suffers from the large measurement uncertainties,
while our constraint on fon is strongly sensitive to the assump-
tion of how CII emitting gas populate its host halos.
The second solution with fon = 1 may be more "appealing",
as it is consistent with theoretical expectations that high red-
shift quasars must maintain high accretion rates to reach the
observed values for their central SMBH by z∼ 6, and is in bet-
ter agreement with the clustering value. However, our main
conclusion is that at present the data do not select one or the
other solution. It is also possible that both solution are real-
ized in nature as two separate modes of quasar activity.
A significant improvement on this study is possible, if one
can constrain the distribution of α, for example from high res-
olution numerical simulations. A purely observational im-
provement is possible if more of ALMA detected galaxies
become resolved with reliable determinations of their incli-
nation angles.
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